
CIMARRON CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 315 * CRESCENT, OK 73028

December 13, 2002

Mr. Kenneth Kalman
Low-Level Waste & Decommissioning Projects Branch
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Materials Safety & Safeguards
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Docket No. 70-925; License No. SNM-928
Proposal to Perform Groundwater Assessment near Well 1319

Dear Mr. Kalman:
As you are aware, Cimarron Corporation (Cimarron) sampled well 1319 in June, 2002, as part of
our annual environmental sampling program. Groundwater from the well yielded greater than 180
pCi/L total uranium, the decommissioning criteria for uranium in groundwater at the site.

Because this well was installed as a water supply well, not as a monitor well, it is screened across
several water-bearing zones. It is also in poor condition, and is a large diameter, steel cased well.
Analytical results of samples from this well cannot provide the information needed to determine the
zone in which uranium-contaminated groundwater is present, or the extent of the plume that
exceeds 180 pCi/L. Consequently, Cimarron intends to abandon this well and replace it with
properly installed monitor wells screened separately in each water-bearing zone.

The enclosed work plan is submitted for NRC review and approval. If you have questions or
comments, please call me at 405-282-2935 (Cimarron) or 918-223-2522 (Cushing).

Sincerely,

Jeff Lux
Manager, Planning and Regulatory Compliance

xc: D. Blair Spitzberg, NRC Region IV
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this document is to present Cimarron Corporation's Well 1319

Assessment Work Plan. This assessment is being performed due to the June 2002

annual environmental groundwater analytical result which showed elevated

concentrations of total uranium in this well slightly above the 180 pCi/L criteria

for license release. This work plan will address:

* Environmental groundwater data generated from Well 1319,

* The disposition of Well 1319,

* An evaluation of groundwater in the vicinity of this well, and

* Proposed groundwater assessment activities around Well 1319.

2.0 WELL HISTORY

Well 1319 was installed as a potential process water well in the mid 1960's to a

depth estimated at 160 feet. The well has a six-inch steel casing. After well

completion, the well was deemed not suitable for process water supply and was

never utilized. The well is located at 81N - 177.5E, in Subarea K, east of the

Uranium Processing Building, and within the former equipment storage yard.

This area underwent extensive surface soil excavation to meet the BTP Option 1

criteria required to release this area from license.

In late 1988, when the sitewide environmental monitoring program was enhanced,

this well was added to the annual sampling and analysis program. Even though
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not constructed as a monitor well, it has been sampled annually since then each

May or June.

3.0 ANALYTICAL DATA FOR WELL 1319

The annual environmental analytical data for this well is included in Table 1.0.

The annual data shows fluorides and nitrates at background levels from 1988

through the 2001 sampling event. Total uranium was slightly elevated, ranging

from 7.1 pCi/L to 124.9 pCi/L, with the 2001 sampling event yielding 79.9 pCi/L.

All results were below the 180 pCi/L total uranium criteria set by the NRC for

license release.

Prior to the June 2002 environmental sampling event, a site-wide Sampling and

Analysis Plan (SAP) was developed for the Cimarron site. The SAP included

procedures for the collection, preservation, and analysis of groundwater samples.

The intent was to standardize the method of sample and analysis for the site.

However, it also changed the sampling methodology for Well 1319. This is the

only deep, large-diameter well on site, and it had not in the past been purged of at

least three casing volumes of water prior to sampling.

In June 2002, this well was sampled as part of the annual environmental

monitoring program. The analytical results showed an increase from the 2001

analytical results in nitrates from 9.8 mg/L to 106 mg/L and total uranium from

79.9 pCi/L to 219.9 pCi/L. Subsequent sampling and analyses confirmed the

elevated uranium concentration in Well 1319 groundwater. Due to the elevated

uranium concentration, Cimarron directed an assessment of the well, including a

physical inspection of the interior of the well casing utilizing a down-hole camera.

On September 24, a Kerr-McGee Corporation hydrologist evacuated the well and

utilized a down-hole camera to film the casing. The video canera revealed the

casing has deteriorated; groundwater was entering the well at two locations

through apparent breaches in the casing. These casing holes were located at
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approximate depths of 65 feet and 71 feet below the top of the well casing. Also,

due to extensive corrosion on the interior well surfaces, the well screen could not

be positively identified. The camera could be lowered only to a depth of

approximately 150 feet, indicating several feet of silt may be present in the

bottom of the well casing. (Prior references to this well indicate a construction

depth of approximately 160 feet.) Cimarron has not been able to locate either a

boring log or construction diagram for Well 1319.

4.0 ANALYTICAL DATA FOR SURROUNDING WELLS

Included with this preliminary assessment was a review of the analytical data

from environmental monitor wells located in the vicinity of Well 1319. The data

reviewed included the following wells listed in Table 2.0:

r Table 2.0
Well Location June 02 1989 - 2002 1989 - 2002

Total Uranium Maximum Average
(PCi/L) Total U Total U

(pCi/L) _ (pCi/L)
1322 Sandstone A 10.3 29.6 12.9
1323 Sandstone C 31.7 40.7 29.2
1326 Sandstone A 5.9 21.2 7.2

1327B Sandstone A 3.8 11.1 4.7
1328 Sandstone C 30.4 43.7 33.0
1329 Sandstone A 4.8 84.3* 5.8
1330 Sandstone A 15.3 17.7 13.2

*This analytical result from 1990 was so far from the norm that it was not included in the average.

The locations of these wells are shown on Drawing No. OOMOST-RF1. The wells

listed in Table 2.0 are located from approximately 125 feet (i.e., Well 1326) to

550 feet (i.e., Well 1322) from Well 1319. These wells were all installed in 1989

and have been sampled annually in accordance with the Cimarron environmental

monitoring program. The concentrations of total uranium have remained fairly

consistent with the averages shown in Table 2.0. The 30+ pCi/L concentrations

for the two Sandstone C wells are considered background concentrations for

groundwater in Sandstone C.
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5.0 LOCAL GEOLOGY SURROUNDING WELL 1319

As stated, Cimarron could not locate a boring log or well construction diagram for

Well 1319. However, based upon wells in the vicinity of this well, the geology of

this area can be described.

A soil veneer one to eight feet thick covers most of the "upland" Cimarron

Facility where Well 1319 is located. Below the surface veneer are the alternating

layers of sandstones and siltstones of the Garber Formation (Garber Sandstone).

The Garber Sandstone is relatively thick; a deep well drilled in 1996 near the

former Uranium Plant encountered the base of the Garber Sandstone at

approximately 200 feet below ground surface.

Three Garber Formation sandstone units and two mudstone units have been

identified in borings drilled at the site. These sandstones have been informally

classified (from shallow to deep) as Sandstones A, B, and C. The two

predominant mudstones (Mudstones A and B) separate Sandstone A from

Sandstone B, and Sandstone B from Sandstone C, respectively. The mudstones

generally are massive, with some zones of thin laminations in the upper portions.

The mudstones are significantly less permeable than the sandstones, and retard the

vertical movement of groundwater.

* Sandstone A is the first water bearing sandstone encountered at the Cimarron

Facility. This sandstone consists of up to 25 feet of red-to-tan colored

sandstone and silty sandstone on the western half of the site where Well 1319

is located.

* Mudstone A is a 10 foot thick sequence of mudstone and silty mudstone

between Sandstone A and the underlying Sandstone B. Water level data from

monitor wells on-site show that this mudstone unit hydrologically separates

the two sandstones.
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* Sandstone B is the second, or intermediate, water bearing sandstone

encountered at the site. This sandstone, which is similar in lithology to

Sandstone A, can be up to 30 feet in thickness abross the site.

* Mudstone B is a sequence of mudstones ranging in thickness from 6 to 14 feet

between Sandstone B and Sandstone C. Water level and water quality data

from site monitor wells show that this unit hydraulically separates Sandstone

B from Sandstone C.

* Sandstone C underlies the Mudstone B confining layer and is a sequence of

interlayered sandstones and mudstones at least 100 feet in thickness beneath

the entire Cimarron site. Water level data collected from monitor wells

constructed at various depths in Sandstone C show the sandstone is fully

saturated, with pressure heads that increase with depth. The base of the high

salinity interface was observed on-site in the deeper strata of Sandstone C at

approximately 190 feet below grade.

The depth of Well 1319 would indicate that its casing penetrates all three shallow

sandstone units and both shallow confining mudstones. The shallow casing holes

filmed by the down-hole camera are probably within Sandstone B.

6.0 ASSESSMENT WORK PLAN

As discussed in Section 2.0, Well 1319 is located in an area that required

extensive surface soil excavation to meet the BTP Option 1 soil release criteria for

Subarea K. This well was constructed through several saturated zones including

Sandstone A, Sandstone B and Sandstone C, and presumably may not have been

grouted above any sand/gravel pack along its casing to preclude the migration of

groundwater between these zones. Finally, the well casing has deteriorated to the

point that it provides a conduit for the migration of groundwater between

groundwater zones.
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6.1 Well Closure

Cimarron will plug and abandon this well by either pulling or over-drilling the

casing. Pulling the casing is the preferred option and will be attempted first.

Cimarron also will attempt to remove the sediment in the bottom of the casing

prior to removing the casing. The drilling crew will also attempt to remove any

sand filter that may be located in the annular space. After removal or over-

drilling, the boring will be grouted to the surface and closed per Oklahoma Water

Resources Board Rules and Regulations.

6.2 Well Replacement

Cimarron will replace Well 1319 with four bedrock wells, which will provide a

preliminary assessment of the three saturated zones. Two wells will be placed in

Sandstone A, one in Sandstone B, and one in Sandstone C. Their location will be

downgradient and adjacent to the Well 1319 location. The new wells will be

placed approximately 25 feet from Well 1319 to preclude interference from the

closure of Well 1319.

Monitor well installation and development, groundwater sampling, groundwater

sample preservation and analysis, and monitor well abandonment will be

performed in accordance with the Cimarron Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP).

Wells will be completed in a manner that will prevent migration between

sandstone layers. The wells will be screened exclusively in the A, B, or C

sandstones.

Monitor wells will be thoroughly developed to remove sediment and flush fines

from the sand pack and the portion of the formation adjacent to the well screen.

Each monitor well location and top-of-casing elevation will be surveyed using

survey-grade GPS equipment. X and Y state-plane coordinates will be located

and top of casings elevations will be recorded to within 0.1 foot.
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The Cimarron SAP identifies necessary documentation such as soil boring logs,

monitor well installation diagrams, and field note books required for well

installation. The SAP also specifies how water samples are to be collected,

preserved, shipped and analyzed.

The four new monitor wells will be sampled and analyzed for fluoride, nitrate,

gross alpha, gross beta, and isotopic uranium. Analytical results will determine

which sandstone zones are impacted. Based upon the analytical results, additional

sampling of these four new wells may be performed. If the concentration of

uranium in groundwater in any of the sandstones exceeds 180 pCi/L, Cimanon

will evaluate the need to install additional wells in that zone for purposes of

determining the extent of groundwater that exceeds this criterion.

A report presenting details on the plugging and abandonment of Well 1319, the

installation of replacement wells, the sampling and analysis results, and any

additional assessment work performed will be submitted to NRC. A schedule for

the assessment work and report will be prepared after NRC has approved the

work plan.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

In response to the recently observed elevated level of total uranium in

groundwater monitored by Well 1319, Cimarron has undertaken an assessment of

this well and the groundwater zones that it monitors.

There are effective mudstone strata between each of the groundwater zones of

Sandstones A, B, and C found on-site. These mudstones influence the lateral flow

of groundwater and act to limit the potential downward migration of shallow

groundwater between the three sandstone units. A preliminary evaluation of Well

1319 shows the casing has deteriorated, and the well penetrates several shallow

saturated zones. This well may have been a conduit for migration from the
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surface either through the annulus of the borehole or through the perforated and

deteriorated casing. For these reasons, this well will be closed.

The analytical data from wells surrounding this well indicates the impact to Well

1319 is limited. However, to assess the extent of residual contamination near

Well 1319, four wells will be installed. The installation of four bedrock wells for

monitoring the three confined zones presently penetrated by Well 1319 will

demonstrate the extent of impact, if any, to these zones. The data generated will

be evaluated to determiine if subsequent sampling is warranted or if further

assessment of the groundwater in the vicinity of Well 1319 is required.
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